
Abstract 

 

Protection of domain names 

 Life nowadays is much more dependent on information and the most common source 

of them right now is Internet. One of the main aspects, that users of Internet have to deal with, 

is a domain names, as a website address. Nevertheless it’s common, that users do not 

differentiate between internet, browser, search engine or web page, nor are familiar with the 

legal and technical concept of domain names. Domains are allocated according to a first come 

first serve basis and that makes them valuable article and thus subject of common legal 

disputes.  

 The purpose of my thesis is to analyze ways of legal protection of domain names and 

the absence of its legal regulation, which is not unique for Czech legal system. 

First chapter of my thesis deals briefly with internet and its basic infrastructure, 

including internet protocol, with deeper focus on domain names, their technical aspects, 

hierarchical structure and typology. 

 Next chapter mentions the main organizations involved in creating rules and policies 

for cooperation among institutions authorized to oversee internet and managing the 

registration of internet number resources and domain name system. This chapter includes the 

description of main characteristics for the process for resolution of disputes according to 

UDRP (Uniform Domain-Name Dispute-Resolution Policy) adopted by the Internet 

Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN). 

 Third chapter includes legal nature of domain name and impact of new Civil Law 

Codex on options of protection, including characteristics of trademarks, company name and 

other unfair competition. 

 Fourth chapter is focused on process of registration under country code top level 

domain .cz with brief comparison with rules of registration under .eu domain. 

 Last part of the thesis explains cybersquatting and other cases of unlawful interference 

with domain names, and ways how to solve the disputes over domains, in accordance with the 

main aim of the thesis, that is to examine and report on the relationship between trademarks, 

company names and domain names as legal institutions suitable to protect domain names in 

legal disputes.  

 


